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From the creators of someecards.com comes an entire year of unforgettable sentiments. Spend

each day laughing at their irreverent humor. All calendar pages are printed on FSC certified paper

with environmentally safe inks.
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This is my second time buying the Somecards Daily Calendar, I love the witty daily sayings, but I

miss it having all classic graphics. My last one had a turn of the century or pencil drawn person on

every page, now they are mixed in with cartoons. I know it's a tiny complaint, but I did take notice

that sometimes I don't find the sayings as funny if they aren't paired with a Victorian lad or lady.

#bringbackmystuffypeople

I cried, i laughed, had to change pants..,

I'm not overly impressed so far with the comics. I get a chuckle out of a few but some I'm a little

embarrassed to have on my desk at work. I expected to have some of the unique humor I've come

to love on facebook but haven't really found the same level of humor. I do love the notes section on

the back of each page and use them at for phone messages. I also like that Saturday and Sunday

are on the same page, that way I don't miss much when I'm not there.

I bought these for my desk at work so I could enjoy a bit of humor each day-- which I did at first. I



thought that the calendar would be a little racy, but not overly so that I would be worried about what

my co-workers would think. However after a week or so, I brought it back home as even I was

shocked at some of the memes and knew that it was not appropriate for the work place. I put it in

my home office; however still feel a little unsure of having it there as my daughter, 9 year old, can

see and read it if she wanted to. I do still laugh at many of the pages-- however for what I was

looking for, it did not quite fit the bill.

I am a big fan of Someecards online. I was looking for a great gift for one of my coworkers and that I

give this one a try. This calendar now is the focus of our mornings. It seems the last few months

there was been a perfect saying for each of us that work at least a few times. We got a big laugh out

of the Presidents' Day and valentines day sheets. I find these calendar sheets all over the office as

they get passed from one desk to the other.The calendar is very creative and extremely date

appropriate. This is the one gift that everyone looks for in sharing on a daily basis.

Humor is subjective. I find 40% of the dailies are humorous, while the other 60% don't even make

me smile. But again, humor is subjective. What I find funny may not be to another, and vice versa.

In short, it's humorous enough for 3 stars, because "It's OK" describes my exact sentiments in

regards to the content.The tape/adhesive is pretty good compared to most calendars I've had on my

desk. The stand is the usual black plastic stand.

So far this year calendar hasn't let me down. Each day it has a refreshing and amusing phrase and

picture. Some jokes aren't PG, so if you're easily offended then this calendar isn't for you. But, if

you're like me and you have an open mind with an open sense of humor then you will love it. I have

it in my office cubicle and everyone stops by to check it out and see what the daily saying it. Another

plus, is that it is on environmentally safe and friendly paper :)

I love this calendar but I got it completely separated three times and gave up. The way it's shipped

is in a huge box, so it slides around and the daily pages break off and are not connected. Each one

came with October or November being the first day still glued on and attached. I love the calendar

but getting it in one piece is impossible it seems.
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